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In this contribution we present new near-infrared (NIR) data on the quasar
3C 48 and its host galaxy, obtained with ISAAC at the Very Large Telescope
(European Southern Observatory, Chile). The NIR images and spectra reveal
a reddening of several magnitudes caused by extinction due to molecular
material and dust within the host galaxy. For the first time we clearly identify
the highly reddened potential second nucleus 3C 48A about 1′′ northeast of
the quasar position in the NIR. Its reddening can be accounted for by warm
dust, heated by star formation or an interaction of the 3C 48 radio jet with
the interstellar medium, or both. The NIR colors and the CO(6-3) absorption
feature both give a stellar contribution of about 30% to the QSO-dominated
light. These results will contribute to the question of how the nuclear activity
and the apparent merger process are influencing the host galaxy properties
and they will improve existing models.
1 Introduction
A key goal in understanding the connection between nuclear activity (accre-
tion onto a super massive black hole) and host galaxy structure (e.g. mor-
phology, stellar populations, etc.) is to find out about the physical conditions
of quasars and the galaxy hosts they reside in.
Because of its large angular size and its brightness at the redshift of
z ≈ 0.37 [1], 3C 48 is an ideal target for high-resolution imaging and spec-
troscopy with large telescopes. The near-infrared (NIR) is sensitive for the
mass dominating stellar populations and at the same time it is less affected
by extinction than the optical. The radio-loud galaxy shows an excess far-
infrared (FIR) emission, LFIR = 5 × 10
12L⊙ [2], and a one-sided radio jet
extending about 0.5′′ to the north, fanning out to the east to about 1′′ [3].
The quasar is rich in molecular gas,MH2 ∼ 2.7× 10
10M⊙, as CO(1-0) obser-
vations show [4, 5]. There is also morphological evidence for a recent merger
event. Such are a possible double nucleus and a tidal tail extending sev-
eral arcseconds to the northwest [6, 7, 8]. Yet it is still unclear, whether the
brightness peak about 1′′ northeast (NE) of the QSO is really the nucleus
of the companion galaxy, or a region of interaction of the radio jet with the
interstellar medium of the host galaxy inducing star formation [8].
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2 Near Infrared Properties of 3C 48
J , H , and Ks band imaging as well as H and K band spectroscopy were
carried out using the NIR camera-spectrometer ISAAC at the Very Large
Telescope (VLT, ESO, Chile) [9].
2.1 JHKs Photometry
The images at 1.2, 1.65, and 2.2 µm (J , H , and Ks) show a morphology
quite similar to the optical one [6]. A tidal tail like structure extends to the
northwest of the quasar (Fig. 1). Another feature in the southeast of the
quasar was previously thought to be a counter tidal tail [8]. Our two-color
analysis of the host galaxy showed that this feature is most probable not
associated with 3C 48. Instead, with colors typical for low-redshift galaxies,
it seems to be a foreground galaxy (Fig. 2, aperture no. 12).
Fig. 1. ISAAC H band image of 3C 48. Left: Original image, still being dominated
by the QSO. Right: Core-subtracted image, emphasizing the excess brightness of
3C 48A. Both taken from [9].
The two-color diagram in Fig. 2 shows that all colors of the host galaxy
are reddened with respect to an old (10 Gyr) single starburst population
(star). The nucleus itself is also heavily reddened (aperture no. 5; obscuration
by circum nuclear material). The grey curve presents the color evolution of
a single starburst population from zero (lower left end) to 10 Gyr. Young
starbursts therefore have quite blue colors. It has been shown that there is a
lot of star formation going on in the host [8]. Starbursts have quite blue NIR
colors (cf. evolutionary curve in Fig. 2). Therefore a huge extinction seems
to be at work (all data points are redder than the 10 Gyr color point).
In order to study the nuclear region, especially 3C 48A, the nuclear con-
tribution has to be removed. This was done by subtracting a nearby star,
scaled to the peak flux of the QSO. The result is presented in the right panel
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Fig. 2. Top panel: H band image of 3C 48 showing the loci of the 3.2′′ apertures for
measuring colors. Bottom panel: NIR two color diagram. The symbols are explained
in the figure. The light solid line represents an evolutionary model for colors of a
single, passively evolving starburst [12]. Evolution proceeds from the lower left
corner at 0 Gyr to the upper right corner at 20 Gyr (10 Gyr are marked with a
⋆). The dark solid line represents the stellar contribution to the QSO light when
increasing the aperture. The reddening vector for 1 mag of visual extinction is also
shown. Both panels taken from [9].
of Fig. 1, showing an excess brightness about 1′′ northeast of the QSO. The
colors of this region are strongly reddened due to the presence of warm/hot
dust (only in the H − K direction). Furthermore there appears to be an
alignment of the radio jet with 3C 48A in the NIR. However, multi-particle
simulations by [13] show, that the A component could still be the nucleus of
the companion galaxy.
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2.2 HK Spectroscopy
Emission line spectroscopy allows to probe the interstellar medium (ISM) in
the central region of the galaxy, e.g. via the recombination lines Paβ and Paγ.
In our case we find a line ratio of about 1.6(±30%). This is a value typical for
the ISM of active galaxies being excitated by the central-engine continuum
emission (T ∼ 10 K and n ∼ 10 cm−3).
Absorption lines can be used to trace the stellar content. The depth of the
CO(6-3) absorption line is a measure for a population of cool old stars [10]. In
our case the depth of the line measured only as an upper limit corresponds to
a stellar contribution of about 30%. This is consistent with the results from
photometry. For details see [9].
3 3C 48 revisited
Our NIR imaging and spectroscopy result in a first detection of 3C 48A in J ,
H , and Ks. The host galaxy, but especially 3C 48A, are strongly reddened.
Both scenarios, a second nucleus or an interaction of the ISM with the radio
jet, are still possible to explain the nature of 3C 48A. The presence of sig-
nificant extinction is an important ingredient for future studies of the stellar
populations of the host galaxy. Multi-particle simulations by [13] can explain
the missing counter tidal tail as the result of a projection effect, consistent
with the optical [8] and our NIR data. The merger morphology, its high FIR
luminosity, and its large content of molecular gas put 3C 48 in an evolutionary
scheme envisioned by [11]. There it fits nicely as a transition objects between
an ultra-luminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG) phase and a pure QSO phase,
being still dominated by its FIR excess but also displaying QSO features like
its luminosity and rather flat spectral energy distribution.
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